Environmental historical geography has been long a core component of historical geography and has been acknowledged as a critical influence to the allied specialty of environmental history. In the English speaking world, it moved through several stages that focused on environmental influences, to culture history, to more explicit historical geography writ large. Since the 1960s there has been a steady increase in more environmental historical geography. Key approaches have been reconstruction of past environments, human impacts on the environment, historical geosophy, and environmental management.

1. Introduction

In 1992, a modest volume entitled The American Environment: Interpretations of Past Geographies answered previous pleas for more environmentally engaged historical geography and presented what the editors considered to be examples of a flourishing genre (Dilsaver and Colten 1992). As one of the collaborators on that volume, the present author held no illusion that they were launching a novel or innovative research agenda. Indeed, the authors (Dilsaver and Colten 1992) pointed out that there had been a long tradition of historical geography of the environment, albeit one that was neither deliberate nor structured. Our goal was to showcase the range of inquiries being undertaken by historical geographers and respond to the burgeoning body of work being produced by environmental historians. In a way, the authors sought to remind the scholarly community
that much of the fine work that appeared as environmental history had its roots in the work of geographers, as Donald Worster (1988, 306) had observed. And while no claim has been made for inspiring publications that followed, there was a vigorous phase of self-evaluation by scholars who shared an interest in exploring environmental topics through a historical and geographic lens in the ensuing years (Williams 1994, Demeritt 1994, Butlin and Roberts 1995, and Powell 1996).

We shared concerns expressed subsequently by Michael Williams (1994) who lamented the lack of attention environmental historians had given to historical geography. Nonetheless, shortly after the start of the new century there were several statements that acknowledged a turn toward environmental topics. Catherine Nash observed that "human geography seems to have ‘gone back to nature’" (Nash 2000, 23). Alan Baker asserted that historical geography of the environment was one of the four principal discourses in the specialty (Baker 2003) and the historical geography chapter in Geography in America devoted a section to environmental literature (Colten et al. 2003). The decade between the publication of The American Environment and these declarations of the coming of age of environmental historical geography saw substantial growth and diversification. Its trajectory has not paralleled the expansive growth of environmental history, but geographers have contributed monographic and article-length works that have garnered attention beyond our discipline.

The focus of this entry will be on environmental historical geography. In their 1992 volume, Dilsaver and Colten used the term historical geography of the environment and sought to focus on what they referred to as "research findings that integrate human activity and environmental processes within the context of historical geography" (Colten and Dilsaver 1992, 2). In his 1992 examination of the relations of environmental history and historical geography, Williams used the phrase: the "society/nature problematic" – a term borrowed from Kenneth Olwig (Williams 1994 and Olwig 1980) -- that he used to mean "the synthesis and integration of environmental phenomena with cultural and socio-economic change" (Williams 1994, 3 and see Olwig 1980). In an introduction to a special issue of the Geographical Review published in 1998, Colten noted that environmental historical geography differed from environmental history in its emphasis on the environment as "the foundation for human action, the dynamic setting on which past societies created their geographies by transformative or interactive processes" (Colten 1998, iii). Of course environmental historical geography encompasses much more – including past understanding of the environment (Wright 1925 and Glacken 1967).

At a fundamental level, the present author contends that geographers foreground the environment and environmental process in their analyses of human-environmental interactions. Carl Sauer’s students often began historical geographies with the reconstruction of past environments and then proceeded to consider how the movement of people and plants and animals altered pre-existing conditions. This line of inquiry blends a solid foundation in physical geography and the use of geographic analysis. Andrew Clark and his students considered the arrival of colonial societies to new settlings and the ensuing changes to their newfound territories. Often Clark’s students distinguished their work by challenging long-standing historical concepts through geographic analysis, but the environment was assumed to be a fundamental element in
their work. Baker (2003) observes that environmental historical geographies include the reconstruction of past natural environments, human modification of natural environments, and historical geosophy. His classification covers most of the post-1990s environmental historical geography, although omitting environmental policy and management. Baker also neglects to truly distinguish it from environmental history. Two things to the author’s mind demarcate the somewhat fuzzy division: (1) rooting the research in either past environmental conditions (natural flora, fauna, climate, etc.), acknowledging and investigating the relationships with humans, and tracing human interactions with those conditions over time and (2) analysis of historical information about past environments within a geographic context – deploying geographic concepts and theories or cartographic analysis to add value to the historical narrative through a geographic lens. The first element may include historical reconstruction of past environments or ideas about past environments, but the environment comes first – not the political or social context as is typical in environmental history. While bringing the environment to the fore may exclude some of the recent work that touches on past environments through critical social theories or by emphasizing social construction, which often result in incidental environmental scholarship, scholars employing these perspectives seldom affiliate with historical geography. This chapter will trace the scholarly antecedents upon which a healthy body of environmental historical geography is built and identify the principal currents and contributions of recent years. Given the volume of scholarly work, it will be more representative than comprehensive and also limited in its linguistic range primarily to the Anglophone literature. The author will try to portray the work in historical geography with a prominent human-environment focus, whether reconstructing past environments, tracing human impacts on the environment, considering policies and practices of managing the environment, or elucidating the ideas and concepts held by people about their environment.

2. Environmental History and Environmental Historical Geography

There have been several discussions on the relationship of environmental history and environmental historical geography (Williams 1994, Powell 1996, Colten 1998, and Baker 2003), and it is essential to recognize the intellectual overlap of these two similar but distinct specializations. Nonetheless, this review will only touch lightly on the impressive and rapidly expanding body of work in environmental history. While deserving of expanded treatment, as John McNeill recently observed the robust field of environmental history has produced such a catalog of titles that a proper survey is now largely beyond the reach of a single individual (McNeill 2003). Given the expansion of the two related fields, this review will point out some of the overviews of environmental history and how they dealt with historical geography, and then move more directly in subsequent sections to the work written by geographers.

From their earliest articulations of self-identification to more recent expositions, environmental historians have consistently nodded toward historical geography as an influence or a point of departure. Richard White acknowledges the important regional studies written by historical geographers such as Carl Sauer, Andrew Clark, and Donald Meinig that depict human influences on the landscape (White 1985). Donald Worster pays tribute to historical geographers: “it has preeminently been geographers who have helped us all see that our situation is no longer one of being shaped by environment;
rather, it is increasingly we are doing the shaping" (Worster 1988, 306). While William Cronon (1993) and Carolyn Merchant (2005) do not cite historical geographers in their brief statements on environmental history they are certainly aware of the work in the adjacent field. John McNeill (2003) and Douglas Weiner (2005) both acknowledge historical geographers have contributed to the overall environmental history project. Although as environmental history has gained a more prominent academic standing, some seem to forget the early debt environmental history owes to historical geography, suggesting that historical geographers have finally discovered environmental history and are producing credible examples (Hughes 2006, 9). Nonetheless, there is a growing presence of geographical scholarship in their journal and at the environmental conferences in the U.S. and in Europe.

Within historical geography, J. M. Powell observes that "there is really little or nothing in the environmental historians’ agenda which is foreign territory to the historical geographer" (Powell 1996, 255). Colten notes that the paths of environmental history and historical geography of the environment "have so intertwined in recent years it is not unreasonable to ask whether any distinction remains beyond the disciplinary labels and their intellectual foundations" (Colten 1998, iii). Baker, however, comments that disciplinary boundaries filter scholarship and stand as barriers to interdisciplinary collaboration (Baker 2003, 83). While Baker’s observation is true, the divide has been unnecessarily fortified by cultural geographers’ critiques of the disparate language and goals of cultural geography and environmental history (Demeritt 1994, and see Powell 1996). The linguistic barriers between much of what is presented as environmental historical geography and environmental history are less formidable than those fabricated by theory driven cultural geography. What is important to emphasize, however, is that environmental historians have included geographers in their journals, their meetings, and in collaborative book projects (see Wynn 2006 and Armstrong et al. 2009). And although some observers have bemoaned the lack of geography citations in the work of environmental historians, ongoing collaborations demonstrate vigorous engagement between the two specialties. Such interactions are more constructive than erecting barriers through elaborate demarcations of intellectual territories.

3. An Intellectual Font

George Perkins Marsh, the gentleman farmer - diplomat of Vermont, unquestionably holds a distinguished place in the intellectual development of our concern with environmental historical geography. Marsh published his influential *Man and Nature; or Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action* in 1864. His book recounts the consequences of deforestation and drainage efforts in the Mediterranean basin. He sought to convince his contemporaries that humans played a key role in shaping the earth and that their actions could ultimately lead to the destruction of the earth and humans alike. As David Lowenthal asserts, "*Man and Nature* ushered in a revolution in how people conceived their relations with the earth" (Lowenthal 2000b, 3 and Lowenthal 2000a). This revolution was carried out by Italian foresters and Arbor Day enthusiasts, and conservation campaigns that reached the United States, Japan, and Australia. Nineteenth century French geographer Elisee Reclus also embraced Marsh. Yet, his writing fell out of favor – though certainly not disappearing entirely – during the early twentieth century,
until given a boost in visibility by Patrick Geddes and Lewis Mumford. Their so-called "rediscovery" of Marsh eventually contributed to the 1955 conference that produced the classic anthology *Man’s Role in Changing the Face of the Earth* (Thomas 1956) and its subsequent updating *The Earth as Transformed by Human Action* (Turner et al. 1990). The common thread through these works is that human actions produce environmental consequences. Marsh looked at those impacts at the local-regional scale. The later volumes honoring Marsh’s work have expanded the scale. By 1990, Turner and others examined human impacts from the watershed to the global scale (Olwig 1980, Lowenthal 2000a and Turner et al. 1990). These recent investigations no longer focus solely on deforestation, drainage, and erosion. Sophisticated environmental analyses can trace the long-term changes in global temperature, atmospheric chemistry, and water quality. While the scale of inquiry has expanded and the range of human impacts has diversified, the fundamental theme of human impacts remains constant.

4. Geographic Influences or the Great Dead End

Many geographers lost sight of Marsh’s vision as geography emerged from geology as a specialized field in the American academy in the early twentieth century. Influenced by German geography, two prominent works propelled historical geography of the environment into the forefront of this enterprise. The erstwhile historical geographies of Ellen Semple and Albert Brigham actually subverted Marsh’s perspective. They clearly emphasized the human dimension of geography, while retaining links to its physical foundation through their assertions of environmental determinism. Ellen Semple’s *American History and Its Geographic Conditions* (1903 and 1933) and Albert Brigham’s similarly titled work, *Geographic Influences in American History* (1903), established what Michael Conzen identifies as the first identifiable "school" in American historical geography (Conzen 1993).

Semple offers a lively account of the geographic influences in the settlement of the United States. In her own words the book "defines the relationship between historical movements in the United States the natural environment as the stage upon which history unfolds" (1933, v). As she tells the story, landforms and climate shaped the colonial ventures, the advance of pioneer settlers, the campaigns of the Civil War, agricultural landscapes, transportation networks, and the growth of cities and industries. There were imperfections in her arguments. She presented mountains as barriers to inland penetration, but she concedes that technology (roads and canals) eventually overcame this geographic condition. Thus, in Semple’s account, geographic conditions were highly influential, but their power was not permanent or even consistent. Also, while she insists that "bulges" – or pathways of advance – in settlement followed inland rivers, she ignores the flood threat of major waterways that may have deterred settlement immediately adjacent to waterways. Such inconsistencies plagued the environmental determinists.

Brigham’s work was largely a regional treatment that depicts the "natural unity" of each region and portrays the distinctive "type of life" that developed in each unique setting. He claims that "at each step we have assured ourselves that geographic influences are real, but real as they are, they cannot be narrowly defined or given in quantitative terms" (Brigham 1903, 311). It was the claimed but unmeasurable influences that ultimately doomed the environmental determinists.
Nonetheless, the work of Semple and Brigham bound geographic scholarship, a historical perspective, and the environment. Their work guided a generation of scholars who produced a series of state-level and subsequently city studies making the case for environmental influences. Geographic influences persisted in geographic scholarship until the 1940s (Conzen 1993, 18-19). Criticism from Carl Sauer (1925 and 1941) contributed to its decline, and destined this line of inquiry to be the Great Dead End for historical geography of the environment. Nonetheless, Erhard Rostlund reminds us, environmental determinism persisted as "twentieth-century magic" because people believed it was true even after its academic debunking (Rostlund 1956). And critics of the recent popular work by Jared Diamond (1999) have revisited Rostlund’s term asserting Guns, Germs and Steel presents an example of "twenty-first century magic" (Eveden 2006). So although professional geographers no longer consider geographic influences a viable explanation for past human-environment relations; this line of thought undoubtedly shaped a prominent stage of historical geography and continues to provide a tantalizing framework for historical accounts a century later.

5. Isolated Explorations during the "Great Retreat"

Throughout much of the early twentieth century, beyond the discussion of environmental influences, there existed examples of physical geography that drew on historical sources to reconstruct past environments. Although Sauer (1941) referred to this period as the "Great Retreat," a modest literature appeared. Seldom if ever presented as historical geography per se, these works illustrate a viable, if minor, research agenda. Within this modest flow three fundamental concepts appear: historical documents can reveal past impacts on the environment, human activity has impacted the environment, and policy adjustments to environmental change offer insight into prevailing environmental issues.

E. P. Goodrich (1916), an engineer, used historical maps to trace the alteration of New York City’s harbors. He referred to the changing conditions as "geographic problems" and observed that the historical documents provided engineers with tools for planning urban services. Thus, he argued historical reconstruction of past environments could aid urban development.

A. E. Parkins wrote on the Great Lakes Indians and their environmental relations. While he commented on their long-term adaptation to their climatic setting, he pointed out that following European colonization, they over exploited fur bearing animals and had a deleterious impact on their resources (Parkins 1918). J. Russell Smith (1916) wrote of human destruction of forest and soil resources as he advocated tree-crop agriculture as a conservation tool. Glenn Trewartha, noted as a climatologist, displayed some of the greater diversity among academic geographers of his day when he published a series of articles on the Driftless Hill Country of Wisconsin. He characterizes resource exploitation as "destructive" and asserts that a "robber economy" prevailed for three quarters of a century as colonial ventures consumed furs and minerals (Trewartha 1940).

Gordon Sweet offers a historical assessment of oyster conservation in the Chesapeake Bay area to add a resource management treatment to the 1940s work on human-environment relationships. Adding to the analysis of the Chesapeake Bay, Gottschalk (1945) considers the impact of agricultural settlement and the attendant
erosion on navigation. Hugh Hammond Bennett, the founding director of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service and a former president of the Association of American Geographers, echoed Marsh’s warnings about the impacts of soil erosion as he advocated conservation policy (Bennett 1928, 1939, and 1943). These inquiries draw on a range of historical sources to depict either direct human impacts or policy approaches to recognized environmental change. And although we can see some of these topics picked up on by later generations, there appears to be no direct lineage.

Still another thread, one that explicitly seeks to establish connections to the environment, was Harlan Barrows’ "Geography as Human Ecology." Barrows in his early career followed the course of Ellen Semple and researched geographic influences, but by the early 1920s he voiced a position of his own. In his presidential address to the Association of American Geographers (AAG) he asserted that in the early twentieth century, there had been a considerable movement to "humanize" geography, to pull it away from its geological foundations. "Geography," he stated, "will aim to make clear the relationships existing between natural environments and the distribution and activities of man. Geographers will, according to the present author, be wise to view this problem in general from the standpoint of man’s adjustment [emphasis added] to environment, rather than from that of environmental influences" (Barrows 1923, 3). According to William Koelsch, Barrows’ newly conceptualized human ecology saw humans, not nature, as the shaping force (Koelsch 1969, 637). While often tarred as a proponent of geographic influences, Barrows sought to move beyond that school of thought. Barrows never mentored many Ph.D. students and hence never established a Chicago school of historical geography. Nonetheless, he influenced such scholars as Gilbert White who also studied human adjustment to flood hazards for many years without incurring the label of environmental determinist (White 1958).
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